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EQUIPMENT  L IST
In order to prepare COVID-19 facility set up and manage

patients through appropriate service pathways required, the

facility requires the equipment and consumables identified in

Annex 1.

PROCUREMENT

SUPPORT

Sub-District managers are to ensure availability and procurement

of equipment list in Annex 1.
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COVID-19 EQUIPMENT REQUIRED AT FACILITY

TRAINING REQUIRED BY FACILITY STAFF
ON-S I TE  TRA IN ING 

1. IPC including hand hygiene, PPE (who to wear
and when, which PPE to wear, donning and
doffing – see Annex 11 and 12) and HCW self-
screening and self-isolation if symptomatic

All facility staff Facility Manager/Facility doctor
or nurse/Referral site doctor or
nurse/sub-district doctor or nurse

2. COVID-19 symptom screening and
adapted patient service pathways

All facility staff Facility Manager/Facility
doctor/Head professional nurse
once set up

3. Clinical management of patients with
COVID-19 symptoms

Doctors and 
nurses working in
2nd Screening &
Management
Station

Facility head clinician/ sub-
district doctor

4. COVID-19 testing Nurses or doctors
designated at
facility to  perform
testing

Facility doctor or nurse/Referral
site doctor or nurse/sub-district
doctor or nurse

5. Referral protocols into facility (from
community), within facility (between
services) and to referral sites 
(for emergency care)

All clinicians –
especially 2nd
Screening &
Management
Station 

Facility Manager or Head
professional nurse

6. Decontamination and waste management
refresher training including: decontamination of
hard surfaces, medical devices and equipment
and ensuring PPE managed and disposed of
appropriately

All staff Facility Manager or designate

7. Facility cleaning refresher training
including: appropriate use of disinfectants and
detergents, frequency of cleaning
stations set out below

Cleaners Facility Manager or designate

ON-S I TE

MONITOR ING

Facility manager or designated administrative staff member must

keep an updated list of training required and received by each

staff member for reporting to and inspection by sub-district.

SUPPORT  TO

PROVIDE  TRA IN ING

Where the facility team requires support to provide the required

training, the sub-district manager should be contacted and

training support requested.



This guide is accompanied by
training powerpoint slides, a
webinar using the training
slides and a poster series 
These resources are available at:
http://www.differentiatedcare.org/Resources/Resource
-Library/COVID-19-DSD-resources
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OTHER TRAINING
RESOURCES 
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1. Single point of entry into facility premises

2. Patient and Healthcare Worker Sanitation     

    Station 

3. 1st Screening Station

ESSENTIAL COMPONENTS OF
FACILITY SET-UP FOR COVID-19
Table 2 below sets out 10 essential components of facility set up.  Each component is discussed in more detail

below. Zones should be labelled according to their colour to make it clear to staff which zone they are entering

or exiting. A diagram providing an example of how a primary healthcare facility could be set up is illustrated in

the diagram opposite.

4. 2nd Screening and Management Station 

    (also called temporary chest clinic)

5. HIV Testing Station

6. Specialized Clinical Service Station

7. COVID-19 and TB Testing Station

8. Healthcare Worker Sanitation Station at Blue 

    Zone entry points

9. Routine primary health services for COVID- 

    19 symptom negative patients

10. Transfer and exit pathways

YELLOW ZONE
COVID-19

moderate risk zone

ORANGE ZONE
COVID-19 

high risk zone

BLUE ZONE
COVID-19 

low risk and
protected zone

Matches associated 
zone colour

FOR  COVID- 19  SYMPTOM POS I T IVE  PAT IENTS :

FOR  COVID- 19  SYMPTOM NEGAT IVE  PAT IENTS :



1 2 3

56

7

4

8

9
10

COVID-19
SYMPTOMS

10



Every patient entering the facility must pass through ALL the Yellow Zone

stations

Patients with COVID-19 symptoms have not been identified or separated out yet

Managing people outside the facility is as important as inside the facility. Risk of

infection outside brings risk of infection inside

Rapid patient flow in the Yellow Zone is vitally important to ensure that patients do

not become frustrated outside the gate and stop observing social distancing

Aim to allow attendees without COVID-19 symptoms through the Yellow Zone to the

Blue Zone as quickly as possible, keeping time spent at facilities to receive health

services to a minimum

1

YELLOW ZONE

This is not into main buildings of the facility but at the gates to the
premises.   Patients should only be allowed to enter the facility
through one gate into the facility.  Patients should never be allowed
to exit through the single point of entry.
 
It will be necessary to set up separate exit pathways from the
Orange and Blue zones.  The single point of entry should be located
in the middle i.e. between Orange and Blue exits.

Gate Designated Official (GDO): To manage single entry point
into facility – can be a security guard or lay HCW.
 
Queue marshals:  To manage queue, ensure social distancing and
explain process to patients as they wait outside the premises – can
be security guard, lay HCW or volunteering community member.

GDO and queue marshals to wear surgical mask and
disposable apron (one per shift) and can wear non-sterile gloves
provided understanding that gloves cannot be sanitized, and
similarly to hands, can transfer the virus.  
 
GDO and queue marshals should avoid coming closer than 1.5
meters from any patient while managing the area outside the gate.

Moderate COVID-19 risk zone 
 

APPROPR IATE  
I PC  AND PPE  USE

FOR STAFF

LOCAT ION

STAFF ING

S INGLE  PO INT  OF  ENTRY  INTO FAC I L I TY  PREMISES
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SET-UP  &

PROCEDURE

SDO sprays hand sanitizer on each patient’s hands.
SDO ensures patient fully rubs sanitizer over both hands up to
wrists.  
SDO must not touch patient. 
Patient must not touch sanitizer bottle or SDO.

A space for patient to stand in at the Sanitation Station should be
marked on the ground in yellow paint. 
 
There are two adequate options for Sanitation Station set-up,
detailed in order from best option to adequate option:
                                
Sanitizer spray bottle held by SDO, not requiring a table:

LOCAT ION

2
Short distance (at least 1.5m) from single entry point, inside gate
but outside facility buildings.

STAFF ING Sanitation Designated Official (SDO):   To correctly sanitize
patient’s hands - can be a security guard or lay HCW or admin staff
member.

PAT IENT  AND HEALTHCARE  WORKER  SAN I TAT ION  STAT ION

APPROPR IATE  I PC
AND PPE  USE  FOR

STAFF

Ground to be demarcated outside facility gate by yellow painted
lines 1.5m apart on the ground. Lines should be painted for a long
enough distance to ensure entire queue has demarcated places to
stand.  This can be many urban blocks
Queue marshals to manage patients lining up in the queue outside
the gate behind markings demarcated 1.5m apart on the ground. 
Queue marshals to explain to queuing patients process upon entry
(see Annex 2), including:

the new process at the clinic is to protect you from Coronavirus
infection 
please keep your cloth mask on at all times 
you will be screened for Coronavirus symptoms 
please answer the questions honestly for your and everyone
else's safety 
if you do have Coronavirus symptoms, you will receive all your
care and treatment in a special area of the clinic - you will not
need to queue anywhere else in the facility
please leave the clinic through the exits indicated and not
through the entrance

GDO to work at gate ensuring patients only enter one at a time.
The GDO must be directed by staff at the Sanitation Station and
1st Screening Station to manage patient flow
The single point of entry should not be used by patients
exiting the facility – see detail in section 10 below
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SET-UP  &

PROCEDURE

SANITIZER
SPRAY

Option 1

They can wear non-sterile gloves  provided understanding that
gloves cannot be sanitized, and similarly to hands, can transfer
the virus
SDO to stay as far away from the patient as possible while
sanitizing hands
SDO to wash/sanitize hands each time they remove gloves
when leaving Yellow/Orange Zone. Also wash or sanitize hands
when re-entering Yellow/Orange Zone
SDO should keep exits and re-entries to a minimum during shift

SDO to wear surgical mask and disposable apron (one per
shift). 

 
GDO must be directed by staff at the Sanitation Station and the
1st Screening Station to manage patient flow.

SET-UP  &

PROCEDURE



Details of water/bleach ratio and water container specifications

in Annex 3.

Bucket placed below water container tap to catch used

solution.

SDO operates tap to pour solution over patient’s hand and

ensures patient fully rubs bleach/water solution over both hands

up to wrists.     

SDO must not touch patient.

Patient must not touch table/chair, water container or tap.

Bleach/water solution in water container with tap on the edge

of table/chair:

SDO works with GDO to allow one person to pass to the Sanitation

Station from the gate. Only once sanitation complete, should the

next patient be allowed to approach.

BLEACH/ WATER
SOLUTION 

Option 2
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3

To manage the queue between Sanitation Station and 1st
Screening Station
Can be a security guard, lay HCW or administrative staff
member

To screen the patients for COVID-19 symptoms
Can be lay HCW, enrolled nurse, nursing assistant
Where facility has sufficient professional nurses after staffing
2nd Screening and Management Station and COVID-19 Testing
Station, triage at this Ist Screening Station can be
run/supervised by a professional nurse
At higher volume facilities may need 3-5 1st Screeners

1st Screening Queue Marshal:

   
1st Screener/s:    

1st Screening Queue Marshal and 1st Screener/s to wear surgical
mask and disposable apron (one per shift). They can wear non-
sterile gloves  provided understanding that gloves cannot be
sanitized, and similarly to hands, can transfer the virus.
  
1st Screening Queue Marshal and 1st Screener/s to wash/sanitize
hands each time they remove gloves when leaving Yellow/Orange
Zone. Also wash or sanitize hands when re-entering Yellow/Orange
Zone.  Should keep exits and re-entries to a minimum during shift.

LOCAT ION Within sight of the Sanitation Station, outside facility buildings. 
There should be sufficient space between the Sanitation Station
and the 1st Screening Station to allow for some queuing for
screening.

STAFF ING

APPROPR IATE  I PC
AND PPE  USE  FOR

STAFF

1ST  SCREEN ING STAT ION  
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Ensure patient is standing 1.5 meters apart on the demarcated lines.      
Indicate to the patient when to move to marked place in front of 1st Screener.
Not to come closer than 1.5 meters from any patient while managing queue.

Ground to be demarcated leading from the Sanitation Station to 1st Screening Station with lines 1.5m
apart marked on the ground.
      
High volume facilities may need 3-5 sub-stations within 1st Screening Station (at least 1.5m apart). 1st
Screeners must also be 1.5m from one another. 
 
1st Screeners will each need a chair and either a clipboard or a small folding table. They require a
printed copy of the updated COVID-19 screening questions on their tables/clipboards. They may also
need a screening statistics record. Any statistics form should not require named patient details as this
will take too long to complete and increase pressure outside the facility premises.
 
There must be a box in front of each 1st Screener with cloth or surgical masks for symptomatic
patients who arrive without their own mask. Facilities can also consider orange and blue stickers to
indicate screening complete and which zone the patient has been triaged to.
 
There can either be one queue from Sanitation Station to 1st Screening Station or there can be
multiple lines in front of each 1st Screening Sub-station. 
 
1st Screening Station should be under cover (if possible) to protect during periods of rain. An open-
sided gazebo/tent can be used.
 
1st Screening Queue Marshal to:  

 
1st Screener/s to:  
Ask COVID-19 screening questions below (also in Annex 4).  These questions may change and should
be updated as per national guidance.
 

HAVE YOU HAD ANY OF THESE SYMPTOMS IN THE PAST 14 DAYS?

Cough or fever or shortness of breath or sore throat 
developed in past 14 days

OR
Significant worsening of chronic cough in past 14 days

OR
Sudden very obvious loss of  smell or taste in past 14 days

SET-UP  &  PROCEDURE

1st Screening Station remains vital, but can be moved to the entrance of the Emergency
Department and MOU after-hours
Symptom-positive patients must be kept separate from symptom-negative patients in Emergency
and MOU Departments
Symptom-positive patients to be attended to in isolation room within Emergency and MOU
Departments

Where facility runs 24-hour services (see set-up detail for Emergency Department (Annex 5) and
Maternal Obstetric Unit (MOU) (Annex 6)):
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Patient is strictly prohibited from entering Blue
Zone or exiting through single entry point in
Yellow Zone
If patient not wearing a mask: Ask patient to
take cloth/surgical mask from the box
Explain how to put it on. Ensure patient fits it
correctly
Do not touch patient or any patient-held
document
Explain to patient that they will receive all
services they have come to the clinic for in the
external tented section including any treatment
they were collecting
Direct patient to 2nd Screening and
Management Station in the Orange Zone
If possible have Orange Zone runner assist

If answer to ANY screening
question is affirmative:

 

Patient is cleared to enter the Blue Zone and
should not enter the Orange Zone for any
reason
Ask patient which routine service they are
attending in the facility (e.g. OPD, ANC, ART
MCH, FP etc) and direct them accordingly
If there is an external chronic treatment refill
station, direct patient to it if they are only
attending for treatment refill
Inform patient of any services that have been
closed during the COVID-19 pandemic
Where patient decides not necessary to attend
the facility today – direct patient towards Blue
Zone exit

Only if answers to ALL screening
questions negative:

POSITIVE
SCREEN

NEGATIVE
SCREEN

ORANGE ZONE
COVID-19 

high risk zone

BLUE ZONE
COVID-19 low risk and

protected zone

ORANGE EXIT BLUE EXIT



Patients with COVID-19 symptoms screened, assessed, managed and tested in this

Zone

All stations in Orange Zone must be cordoned off from the rest of the health facility

premises

Patients with COVID-19 symptoms triaged into the Orange Zone must not enter any

other part of the facility.  Healthcare workers see them in the Orange Zone and and

use runners to collect treatment for them

Excellent communication and support needed by patients in the Orange Zone. They

need to understand why they are receiving services in this part of the facility and

that there is no need for them to go anywhere else in the facility

All health facilities to provide COVID-19 testing in their Orange Zone to avoid need

for transfer to testing site

Patients in the Orange Zone exit directly through Orange Exit OR are transferred to

isolation room in the Emergency Department OR referred to another hospital

The best option is to locate the 2nd Screening and Management

Station  in an external tent (if available and facility has external

space like a parking lot). Other adequate options listed below.

 

2nd Screening and Management Station should be connected to

1st Screening Station directly by a cordoned pathway.

 

 

·      
 

FIXED TENT OUTSIDE
HEALTH FACILITY

BUILDINGS

Best option

A ROW OF GAZEBOS CORDONED-OFF AREA
UNDER-COVER
OUTSIDE

BUILDING SEPARATE
FROM MAIN FACILITY

SECTION WITHIN MAIN
FACILITY BUILDING

WHICH CAN BE
ENTERED FROM
OUTSIDE AND

SEPERATED FROM
MAIN FACILITY

Adequate option

ORANGE ZONE
High COVID-19 risk zone 
 

4 2ND SCREEN ING AND MANAGEMENT  STAT ION  

   (ALSO CALLED  TEMPORARY  CHEST  CL IN IC )
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LOCAT ION

4



To further screen, assess and manage patients with COVID-19 symptoms

Should be a professional nurse or doctor

At higher volume facilities may need two Orange Zone Clinicians

To support Orange Zone clinician and all patients in this station by helping to safely fetch what is

needed from the Blue Zone and assist with patient navigation through and out of Orange Zone

Welcome patients, explain that they will be attended to in the Orange Zone, and will not need to

move around any other part of the health facility  

Collect patient folders, prescribed treatment from pharmacy, chronic treatment refills or blood

results and bring them to the Orange Zone Clinician

Call clinicians from the Blue Zone to assist patients who need specialised services when

requested to by the Orange Zone Clinician

Ensure patients stay in their allocated seats and do not enter other areas in the health facility 

Escort patient to HIV testing (if requested by Orange Zone Clinician) and out of the facility using

Orange Exit pathway

Disinfect seats between patients

Two to five staff will be needed depending on patient volume

To counsel all Orange Zone patients on need for and procedures for home isolation

This can be HIV testing counsellor allocated to Orange Zone

To disinfect Orange Zone continually

Can be shared with Specialised Clinical Services Station and COVID-19 and TB Testing Station 

Where facility requires opening of files and headcount of patients seen in Orange Zone

Critical staff are: 

Orange Zone Clinician: 

 

Runner:      

    

The following staff members would improve services in the Orange Zone:

Counsellor:  

 

Orange Zone Cleaner:  

 

Administrative Clerk:  
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STAFF ING



Chairs in waiting area must be placed 1.5m apart with
paint/tape on the floor demarcating spacing
Patients must not move between chairs in waiting area
but stay on one allocated to them on arrival. Facilities
might consider having chair move with patient through
the Orange Zone so that each chair is disinfected once
after patient exits. Otherwise runner is to disinfect
chairs between each patient

Requires table, two chairs and all necessary equipment
(listed in Annex 1) at hand, including pulse oximeter,
thermometer, manual BP cuff and glucometer
Prescribed treatment to be fetched by runner from
pharmacy for patients 

Orange Zone Clinician should have a temporary file or
form to complete management plan (example in Annex
14)
Copies of relevant forms that might be required by
Orange Zone Clinician should be on hand - importantly
HIV testing request form and NHLS TB specimen form

WAITING AREA

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ORANGE ZONE CLINICIAN CONSULTING AREA

AND/OR 
have a box of commonly used drugs available in
consulting area  

APPROPR IATE  I PC  AND
PPE  USE  FOR  STAFF

GAZEBO/ROOM NEXT
TO WAITING AREA OF
2ND SCREENING AND

MANAGEMENT
STATION

Best option

CORDONED OFF CUBICLE
WITHIN 2ND SCREENING

AND MANAGEMENT
STATION TENT 

SCREENED OFF DESK
AT LEAST 2M FROM
WAITING AREA
CHAIRS

Adequate option
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SET-UP  &  PROCEDURE

All staff in 2nd Screening and Management Station to wear
surgical mask and disposable apron (one per shift) and
can wear non-sterile gloves provided understanding that
gloves cannot be sanitized, and similarly to hands, can
transfer the virus. 
 
Cleaners also to wear goggles/visor and Orange Zone
clinician at their discretion. Goggles/visor to be disinfected
per shift.
 
Staff other than Orange Zone Clinician to discard gloves
and apron when leaving Yellow/Orange Zone or at end of
shift. Orange Zone Clinician should discard non-sterile
gloves and sanitize hands between each patient
interaction.

ORANGE ZONE CLINICIAN
SHOULD DISCARD NON-STERILE

GLOVES 
+

 SANITIZE HANDS BETWEEN
EVERY PATIENT INTERACTION



All Orange Zone patients must be educated on the crucial need for isolation for 14 days

Either a counsellor or runner should educate patients on Orange Zone procedures, isolation

requirements and test results communication (detailed education in Annex 7)

2nd Screening and Management Station should be cleaned at a minimum, every three hours       

All chairs must be disinfected between use by patients - no patient should sit on chair that has not been

disinfected

Disinfect all hard surfaces, including chairs and surrounding floor area with disinfectant (can use

bleach/water solution – see Annex 3)

All waste from Orange Zone stations discarded as medical waste

Detergent or disinfectant solutions should be safely discarded at disposal point

PATIENT COUNSELLING

 

CLEANING 
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A s s e s s  s e v e r i t y  o f  s y mp t o ms        i f  n e e d e d  E me r g e n c y
D e p a r t me n t / h o s p i t a l  r e f e r r a l
D e t e r mi n e  n e e d  f o r  C O V I D - 1 9  t e s t i n g  u s i n g  c u r r e n t
P U I  d e f i n i t i o n
P r o v i d e  c o u n s e l l i n g  o n  h o me  i s o l a t i o n  a n d  p a t i e n t
i n f o r ma t i o n  l e a f l e t
E s t a b l i s h  H I V  s t a t u s  t o  d e t e r mi n e  T B  r i s k         i f
n e e d e d  c o n d u c t  H I V  t e s t  a n d  c o l l e c t  T B  s p u t u m  
A d d r e s s   r e a s o n  f o r  c l i n i c  a t t e n d a n c e  ( i n c l u d i n g
c o l l e c t i o n  o f  t r e a t me n t )         

Using the runner to collect anything needed from the Blue Zone (treatment, files or laboratory results etc)

without the patient moving from the Orange Zone

Scripting treatment for acute illness and using runner to collect treatment from the pharmacy

Scripting and/or using runner to collect  chronic/ART treatment from chronic services (could be external

refill station)

If the Orange Zone Clinician does not have the appropriate skill set, a runner should be used to call a

specialised clinician from Blue Zone (ante-natal nurse, dentist or ART prescriber) to attend to the patient in

the Specialized Clinical Service Station (in the Orange Zone) 

If HIV status unknown or untested in past 12 months refer to HIV Testing Station located in the Orange Zone

for testing

Where COVID-19 or TB testing is indicated refer to Orange Zone COVID-19 and TB Testing Station to attend

last before patient exits facility

F I V E  S T E P  S C R E E N I N G ,  
A S S E S S M E N T  &  M A N A G E M E N T
A P P R O A C H  
 

1 .

2 .

3 .

4 .

5 .

 

PAT IENT  MANAGEMENT

The Orange Zone Clinician should make use of the Clinical Algorithm (see overleaf) to guide clinical decision-

making and to manage patient comprehensively with the following support:



Educate about:
Testing procedure
Result communication 
Immediate requirement to isolate until
test result received

Provide patient information leaflet
Refer to COVID-19 and TB Testing Station

If screened positive, COVID-19 testing
and isolation indicated:
 

1.

2.
3.

 

USE NICD CONTINUALLY UPDATED PUI CRITERIA TO ESTABLISH NEED FOR 
COVID-19 TESTING 
 
At 2 April 2020: Acute onset of cough OR fever OR shortness of breath OR sore throat

1

2

3

Temperature (infrared
thermometer)
Oxygen sats and pulse  
(mobile sats machine)
Respiratory rate

ASSESS SEVERITY OF
SYMPTOMS

1.

2.

3.
If mild or moderate symptoms: 
Sats >95%, pulse <120, respiratory rate <25,
AND temperature <38.5
 

If severe symptoms: 
Sats <95%, pulse >120, respiratory rate
>25, OR temperature >38.5:
1. Provide oxygen if available
2. Refer immediately
3. Do not continue screening process

Educate about need to isolate for
14 days
Provide patient information leaflet

If screened negative, isolation may
still be indicated at the discretion
of the clinician:
 

1.

2.
 

If PHC:
Refer directly to patient transport for
hospital

5 STEP 
SCREENING

ASSESSMENT &
MANAGEMENT

APPROACH
CLINICAL

ALGORITHM

If CHC:
Refer directly to Emergency Department
(see specific guidance in Annex 5 & 6).
Testing to be managed by Emergency
Department



4

5

I f  f o r  r e a s o n s  o t h e r  t h a n
C O V I D - 1 9  s y m p t o m s

Script and send
for collection of
refill from
chronic services
from Blue Zone
by runner

For chronic/ART
management:

Comprehensively
manage patient
Send for any
required
collection of  all
files, scripted
treatment or
laboratory
results from Blue
Zone by runner

For acute
management: 

Symptoms persist for another 7 days

Significant clinical deterioration (unable to perform
normal ADLs without becoming breathless)

 
 
 
Advise patient to call facility if:

OR

Complete HIV testing
request form
Refer for HIV rapid test
at HIV Testing Station

If HIV status unknown/
untested in last 12
months*:
 

 
*Clinician discretion for more
regular testing based on risk

Paracetamol 1g qid 5/7
Amoxicillin 500mg qid
5/7
Complete NHLS form for
TB
Refer to COVID-19 and
TB Testing Station for TB
sputum 

If known HIV positive:
 

Paracetamol 1g qid/flu
pack
If TB symptoms for more
than 2 week or close
contact with TB
patient, refer to COVID-
19 and TB Testing Station
for TB sputum

If tested HIV negative in    
last 12 months:
 

 
 

DETERMINE REASON PATIENT CAME TO HEALTH FACILITY
If not immediately necessary, postpone for return in 14 days when no longer
symptomatic

Call for
clinician from
Blue Zone to
see patient in
Orange Zone

For specialized
clinical service
that Orange Zone
Clinician cannot
provide: 

ASCERTAIN HIV STATUS TO DETERMINE TB RISK

I f  O N L Y  f o r  
C O V I D - 1 9
s y m p t o m s

COVID-19 or TB Test referral  made?

IF YESIF NO



Requires separate gazebo with privacy, a small table, two chairs
and all HIV testing equipment.
 
HIV test provider to carry out HIV test for all patients referred by
Orange Zone Clinician from 2nd Screening and Management
Station. HIV self-screening not recommended for the Orange Zone.
 
HIV test provider to note HIV test result on request from. Patient
needs to return to waiting area with runner or HIV test provider. They
should be directed to return to their seat in the waiting area. 
Orange Zone Clinician to review result and decide further
management including whether TB test indicated.   
 
 

Inside Orange Zone, easily accessible from 2nd Screening and

Management Station. Ideally positioned alongside main tent.

Inside Orange Zone, easily accessible from 2nd Screening and
Management Station. 

HIV test provider to wear surgical mask and disposable apron
(one per shift). Non-sterile gloves to be changed between every
patient tested. 
 
Hard surfaces (table, patient chair) in HIV Testing Station to be
disinfected between every patient by HIV Test Provider.

No permanent staffing.   Used by specialized clinicians from the

Blue Zone to see patients for any clinical service that cannot be

provided by Orange Zone Clinician. This might include the dentist,

ante-natal or ART nurse.

Specialized clinician to wear surgical mask (one per shift),

disposable apron (to discard when leaving Yellow/Orange Zone in

facility or one per shift) and non-sterile gloves to be changed

between every patient examined.

 

Hard surfaces (examination bed) in Specialized Clinical Service

Station  to be disinfected between every patient.

 
Requires separate gazebo with privacy, an examination bed and

two chairs. 

 

 

APPROPR IATE  I PC
AND PPE  USE  FOR

STAFF

APPROPR IATE  I PC
AND PPE  USE  FOR

STAFF

LOCAT ION

STAFF ING HIV test provider: Trained lay healthcare worker.

5  H IV  TEST ING STAT ION

SET-UP  &

PROCEDURE

LOCAT ION

STAFF ING

6 .  SPEC IAL IZED  CL IN ICAL  SERV ICE  STAT ION

SET-UP  &

PROCEDURE

PAGE 1 7

5

6



7 .  COVID- 19  &  TB  TEST ING STAT ION7

N95 mask, goggles/visor, non-sterile  gloves and disposable
gown
Change N95 mask and disposable gown after every shift
Disinfect visor frequently
Change gloves between each patient
Wash/sanitize hands between every patient

Testing Clinician: 

 
Orange Zone Cleaner:
Guidelines listed above in 2nd Screening & Management Section
 
An area for donning and doffing of PPE for healthcare workers is
described  in Set-up and Procedure section below
 

Easily accessible from 2nd Screening and Management Station,
but at least 5m from any other station. 
 
THIS MUST BE THE LAST STATION BEFORE EXITING THE
FACILITY THROUGH THE ORANGE EXIT

Professional nurse or doctor
Can be the same person as the Orange Zone Clinician in very
low volume facility

To complete all the forms (see below) to ensure that PUIs and
their contacts can be reached should their results confirm
COVID-19 infection
One to four lay HCWs or admin clerks per tester depending on
volume

Can be shared with 2nd Screening & Management Station and
HIV Testing Station 

Testing Clinician: 

 
Form Completers:  

 
Orange Zone Cleaner:  

PAGE 18

LOCAT ION

STAFF ING

APPROPR IATE  I PC
AND PPE  USE  FOR

STAFF

FORM
COMPLETION

TESTING
SPACE

HEALTHCARE
WORKER

PPE  DONNING
AND DOFFING

+ 
BOX FOR

SPECIMEN AND
FORM

COLLATION AND
STORAGE



SEPARATE 
WELL-VENTILATED

TENT/GAZEBO 
(AT LEAST 2 OPEN SIDES)

 
  

 

PPE supply and donning and doffing space required

Table

Box of collated specimens and requisite forms for laboratory collection required 

Separate space for specimen form completion. Ideally this should be under cover of gazebo/ tent or

parking shade with a set of a single table and chair per Form Completer

Form Completers must be seated at least 1.5m from any other person in all directions with lines

marked in front of their table for patients to stand 1.5m apart while waiting their turn

Boxes of blank forms that require completion should be located in between tables.  See Annex 8 for

current forms requiring completion per test

TESTING SPACE

Requires well-ventilated space (should have at least two sides/walls open) for carrying out COVID-19

test and/or producing sputum

 

Must be more than 5m away from any other station or facility building. If 2nd Screening and

Management Station is in a building, the COVID-19 and TB Testing Station must be outside facility

building.

 

Outside testing space or in an attached gazebo:

 

FORM COMPLETION SPACE

Best option

OPEN AIR 
CORDONED-OFF
EXTERNAL SPACE

Adequate option

5m

PAGE 19

SET-UP  &  PROCEDURE



Patients that Orange Zone Clinician sends for COVID-19 testing or TB sputum should be directed to 1.5m

apart demarcated queue for the COVID-19 and TB Testing Station after form completion

COVID-19 and TB testing should be the last stop for patients before exiting through the Orange Exit

Testing Clinician to fetch completed forms when ready to test next patient. Forms should not be given to

patient but transferred from Form Completers to Testing Clinician

Where Orange Zone Clinician has indicated a TB sputum needs to be taken, this can either be taken in

Testing Station or appropriate open space away from all staff and other patients. 

Testing Clinician should take a specimen for COVID-19 testing (see detailed testing procedure in Annex 9)

in the following order, based on best sensitivity: 

Sputum (if patient has a productive cough)   

Nasopharyngeal swab 

Oropharyngeal swab 

Once testing is completed, patient must be shown directly to the Orange Exit by runner

Send TB sputum sample with a runner to the TB section in facility for registration and submission to

laboratory

Collate COVID-19 specimen with requisite forms in box. Where the specimen is a dry swab it need not be

kept on ice but at room temperature

COVID-19 specimens to be collected by courier and sent to laboratory preferably on the same day but if

not possible, can be sent the next day

PATIENT MANAGEMENT

 

 

SPECIMEN SUBMISSION TO LABORATORY

PAGE 20

Disinfect all hard surfaces, including chairs and surrounding floor area with

disinfectant (can use bleach/water solution – see Annex 3) minimum three hourly (in

addition to Testing Clinician disinfecting Testing Station between patients)

Ensure Testing Clinician has supply of cleaning materials to disinfect area, visor and

sanitize hands

Disinfect all hard surfaces, including chairs and surrounding floor area with

disinfectant (can use bleach/water solution – see Annex 3) between each patient 

Manage waste

CLEANING PROCEDURE



BLUE ZONE
Low COVID-19 risk + protected zone 
 

PAGE 2 1

Patients without COVID-19 symptoms are triaged into the Blue Zone. 

Remember they may be asymptomatic and still pose an infection risk

Patients sent to Blue Zone are strictly prohibited from entering the Orange Zone

All routine services in facility building fall inside the Blue Zone,  including:

registry

vitals station

outpatients department

ante-natal services

family planning services

mother and child services

chronic care services including ART services

HIV testing services

TB services

emergency department 

maternal and obstetric unit

dentistry

ophthalmology 

other routine health services

Strict social distancing (in queue and seated waiting areas) must be enforced

Facility interior must be disinfected at least three hourly 

Patients must leave through Blue Zone Exit



8  SAN I TAT ION  STAT ION  AT  ENTRY  INTO BLUE  ZONE  FOR

   HEALTHCARE  WORKERS8

9

Healthcare Worker coming into contact with patients should wear
surgical mask (one per shift)       
Healthcare worker examining patients should use and change
non-sterile gloves between patients

For current guidelines see Annex 12.    Healthcare worker staff
coming into contact with patients with no COVID-19 symptoms:
Cloth mask (washed daily) and hand sanitize/wash regularly.
 
Staff providing care during the second stage of labour in a Maternal
Obstetric Unit (MOU) must wear a surgical mask, disposable apron,
non-sterile gloves (for each delivery) and goggles/visor.
 
Where facility has sufficient PPE stock:  

 
All surfaces in Blue Zone to be disinfected at least every three hours
(see Annex 10).
 
Blue Zone Cleaners to wear surgical mask, non-sterile gloves,
disposable apron (one per shift) and goggles/visor. Goggles/visor
to be disinfected per shift.
 

At entrances into facility building, and thresholds between Zones.
Especially important where healthcare workers enter the Blue Zone
from either the Yellow or Orange Zones.

Sanitation stations for healthcare workers are not staffed.

SET-UP  &
PROCEDURE
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STAFF ING

LOCAT ION

ROUT INE  SERV ICES  FOR  COVID- 19  SYMPTOM NEGAT IVE  PAT IENTS

APPROPR IATE  I PC
AND PPE  USE  FOR

STAFF

Set up up a table or utilize existing surface for sanitizer bottle or
bleach/water concentration container.   Also locate a bin for
doffing any required PPE.  
 
All Blue Zone Sanitation Stations to be maintained and disinfected
at least three hourly by Blue Zone Cleaner/s.

Queue marshals can help to enforce social distancing management
in waiting areas and queues.  All healthcare workers working in
these areas should also be actively involved in managing social
distancing by patients and other healthcare workers at all times.

STAFF ING



implement fast-track system
stop all group interaction with and between patients (e.g.
adherence clubs). Manage one at a time
consider setting up chronic treatment refill station outside main
facility building but still in the Blue Zone (see NDOH “Response to
reduce risk among HIV and TB patients within the context of the
COVID-19 pandemic: The South African response to COVID-19")

Adherence to cleaning protocols extremely important (see Annex
10)
All floors, hard surfaces including examination beds, desks, chairs
and medical equipment to be disinfected frequently.  Please note
hand sanitizer cannot be used for this purpose.   It will be
ineffective. Correct disinfectant concentrations are required (see
Annex 3 and 10)
Discard all PPE as clinical waste
Discard detergent or disinfectant solutions safely at disposal
point

At all places where patients are required to queue, patient seating
or standing to be marked to ensure 1.5m social distancing while
waiting. This should be managed by queue marshals and all staff
working in area to ensure patient compliance.
 
Where patient coming for chronic treatment/ART refill only:

 
CLEANING PROCEDURE

SET-UP  &

PROCEDURE
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Wherever possible, reduce the
number of service points that

patients need to visit
 

Wherever possible reduce amount 
of time spent at the facility

http://www.differentiatedcare.org/Portals/0/adam/Content/tD6FFwt7VEyiLK5xTZDaQA/File/COVID_HIV_TB_Response_v8_Final_17Apr20.pdf
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1 2 3

4

9

TRANSFER  AND EX I T  PATHWAYS10
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7

Yellow pathways lead between Yellow Zone stations (1. Single entry point, 2. Sanitation
Station, 3. 1st Screening Station)
Orange pathways 

lead from 2nd Screening and Management Station and Covid-19 and TB Testing Station to
Orange Exit
Orange pathways also lead from 2nd Screening and Management station to the Orange
Isolation Room in the Emergency Department and to patient transport

Blue Pathways lead through Blue Zone and to Blue Exit

Pathways are marked in the diagram:

 
Ideally single point of entry should be located between Orange and Blue Exits.
 
 



Pathways should be marked on the ground by arrows in the

correct colour (yellow, orange or blue)

Hazard tape should be used to block off areas that patients

should not enter     

Block off and mark prohibited doors and gates with no entry with

no entry signs

Hazard tape can also be used to create corridors of one-

directional movement

Single point of entry to Sanitation Station 

Sanitation Station to 1st Screening Station  

1st Screening Station to 2nd Screening and Management Station

2nd Screening and Management Station to:

COVID-19 and TB Testing Station

Patient transport

Emergency Department (Orange Isolation Room)

Orange Exit

COVID-19 and TB Testing Station to Orange Exit

1st Screening Station to registry or external chronic refill station 

From registry to various clinical services

Also use Blue Pathways to create corridors of one-directional

movement through the health facility building in the Blue Zone

The colours of station transfer pathways, exit pathways and

exits match the colour of the Zone that they are associated

with.

 

 

Yellow pathways need to be set up from: 

 

Orange pathways need to be set up from:

 

Blue pathways need to be set up from:

Staffing of pathways and exits are not essential, but helpful if

additional staffing is available, to make sure patients use pathways

correctly and maintain social distancing.

SET-UP  &

PROCEDURE

STAFF ING
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Every facility to set up a COVID-19 emergency management facility committee (EMR facility
committee) and must include facility manager, lead clinician, lay healthcare worker supervisors and
head of security   
EMR facility committee responsible for managing facility readiness for COVID-19 immediately  
Meet daily until set up and running appropriately
Liaise with sub-district for support required and report weekly in writing to sub-district

It is necessary to determine the existing result management process including communication of both
positive and negative results to patients tested at the facility, management and support of positive
cases and tracing of the contacts of positive cases
Where a system of centralized district management has not been set up or is not functioning
adequately, it may be necessary to set up the result management system at the facility
Facility management of test results requires a register to be kept at the COVID-19 and TB testing
station for logging patient details, the clinician who requested the test and the bar code from the
NHLS specimen form
The clinician (possibly supported by others at the facility) will then be required to follow-up the results
of all patients tested and communicate the results to the patient.   When a positive is identified, the
clinician will need to inform the appropriate person at the sub-district to activate the tracing team to
provide management and support of positive cases and tracing of the contacts of positive cases.  
See detailed example SOP in Annex 14.

COVID-19 EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT FACILITY COMMITTEE

 
 
COVID-19 RESULT MANAGEMENT  

OTHER  FAC I L I TY  SET-UP  AND PLANN ING
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MS LYNNE WILKINSON
Ms Wilkinson is a public health specialist with an MSc in Public Health from University College London. 
Her specific expertise is in differentiated service delivery for both HIV and TB patients. She has set up and
run HIV programmes in rural and urban South Africa since 2005, including MSF’s flagship Khayelitsha HIV
and DR-TB project.  She currently provides technical guidance on differentiated service delivery to sub-
Saharan African country governments, global and local partners through the International AIDS Society
differentiated service delivery initiative. She is an honorary researcher at the Centre for Infectious
Epidemiology and Research at the University of Cape Town and World Health Organization HIV Testing
Service Delivery and the South African National Differentiated Service Delivery Technical Working Groups.
She also provided emergency response support to the Ebola outbreak in Sierra Leone in 2014/15,
specifically setting up, managing holding centres and case management flow.
 
DR TOM BOYLES 
Dr Boyles is an infectious diseases sub-specialist currently employed at Helen Joseph Hospital,
Johannesburg. He is a researcher at the University of the Witwatersrand and an Associate Professor at the
London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine. He is the past President of the Infectious Diseases
Society of Southern Africa (IDSSA) and lead author of the society guidelines for both acute meningitis
and community acquired pneumonia. Dr Boyles spent three months as a front-line responder to the Ebola
outbreak in Sierra Leone in 2014/15.
 
PROF SHABIR MOOSA
Prof Moosa is a family physician with an MBA and PhD. He is an Associate Professor in the Department of
Family Medicine at the University of Witwatersrand. He has extensive experience in rural general practice
and the development of family medicine and primary care services in both rural and urban district health
services in South Africa and Africa. He project-managed the development of District Departments of
Family Medicine across Gauteng and led the Department of Family Medicine in Johannesburg Health
District from 2006 to 2011, completing an MBA in that time with research on GP contracting for National
Health Insurance (NHI) in South Africa. Prof Moosa is deeply involved in development and research around
family medicine and community-oriented primary health care (COPC) in Africa. In 2018 he was tasked by
National Treasury to design NHI contracting for GPs to test for feasibility.
 
DR MADELEINE MULLER
Dr Muller qualified in medicine from the University of Pretoria in 1995. In 2009 she joined the NGO Beyond
Zero and in 2010 was awarded a Certificate of Special Merit by Rural Doctors of South Africa for work in
mentoring PHC clinics in rural Eastern Cape. She has created and implemented a part-time adaptations
of the WRHI Advanced HIV and TB course in the Eastern Cape and Limpopo. In 2017 she joined Nkqubela
TB hospital and has been mentoring and supporting the creation of the Butterworth Gateway outreach
decentralised DRTB site.
 
PROF RICHARD COOKE 
Prof Cooke is the Academic Head of Department of Family Medicine and Primary Care at the Faculty of
Health Sciences, University of the Witwatersrand (Wits). He is the Director of the Faculty’s Centre for Rural
Health. After an early career in finance and project management, Professor Cooke switched to Medicine,
qualifying as a specialist Family Physician. He forged a passion for primary and rural health care during an
8-year stint as the Clinical Manager of Madwaleni Hospital in the Eastern Cape. Joining Wits in 2011, he
chairs the Clinical Medical Students Curriculum Review Committee, as well as tasked with the
directorship of the Wits Nelson Mandela Fidel Castro (NMFC) Collaboration Programme. Prof Cooke is an
examiner for the Fellowship of the College of Family Physicians (FCFP) within the Colleges of Medicine of
South Africa. He is a member of the NMFC National Curriculum Working Group, and serves on the NMFC
Ministerial Task Team. He is a Director of the Hospice Palliative Care Association of South Africa.
 
 

AUTHORS  AND CONTR IBUTORS
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FAC I L I TY  EQU IPMENT  L IST
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PPE

PR INT ING

SAN I T IZER/D IS INFECTANT

EQU IPMENT

ANNEX  1



FAC I L I TY  EQU IPMENT  L IST          

EQUIPMENT
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I NFORMAT ION  TO BE  PROV IDED TO PAT IENTS  QUEU ING TO

ENTER  THE  FAC I L I TY  PREMISES

PAGE 3 1 ANNEX  2

It is essential to provide patients queuing to enter the facility with a
detailed understanding of the process upon entering the facility to
ensure better compliance and appropriate answering of screening
questions.
 
1. Please keep your cloth mask on at all times.  
 
2. Please stand on lines painted on the ground or on the chairs or benches
outside facility and inside facility to comply with social distancing
measures. 
 
3. There is a new process set up at the clinic to protect you from
Coronavirus infection and to support you if you do have Coronavirus.  
 
4. Upon entering the facility, you will be asked to properly sanitize your
hands.  Please put all things in your hands away to ensure you can clean
your hands adequately.  
 
5. You will be screened for any possible Coronavirus symptoms.  If you
have symptoms, this does not mean you have Coronavirus – you may have
common cold or flu or TB or some other illness.  Please answer the
questions honestly for your and everyone else's safety. 
 
6. If you do have Coronavirus symptoms, you will be directed to a special
new area of the clinic – you will receive all the care and treatment you
need in this special area including chronic treatment or consultation with
doctor or dentist or other clinician.  You will not need to queue anywhere
else in the facility.  
 
7.  When you leave the facility, you will not leave through the entrance, you
will be directed to the correct exit.  Please only use the correct exit.



Using Econo Bleach brand (3.5% Sodium Hypochlorite):
Hand washing/ukuhlamba izandla
(300ml Bleach per 20L water = 0.05% Sodium Hypochlorite)
One and a half cups bleach + 20 litres water
 
Disinfecting surfaces/ukucoca iitafile
(2900ml bleach per 20L water = 0.5% Sodium Hypochlorite solution)
4 x 750ml (big) bottles bleach + 17 litres water (first pour in bleach into
bucket then add water up to the 20 litre mark)

WATER/BLEACH SOLUT ION  AND SET-UP

WATER/BLEACH CONCENTRAT IONS  FOR  HANDWASH ING AND

D IS INFECT ING SURFACES  (SEE  ALSO ANNEX  10 )

PAGE 32ANNEX  3

Examples of water container with tap



HAVE YOU HAD ANY OF THESE
SYMPTOMS IN THE PAST 14 DAYS?

 

Cough or fever or shortness of breath or sore
throat developed in past 14 days

OR
Significant worsening of chronic cough in past

14 days
OR

Sudden very obvious loss of smell or taste in
past 14 days 

 
If answer to ANY screening question is affirmative

= 
POSITIVE SCREEN 

DIRECT TO ORANGE ZONE
 

Only if answers to screening questions ALL
negative 

= 
NEGATIVE SCREEN 

DIRECT TO BLUE ZONE (ROUTINE SERVICES)

COVID- 19  SYMPTOM SCREEN
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EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT

ANNEX  5

Clinician working in emergency department
If more than 1, designate a single person to care for COVID-19 symptomatic patients

Screening point marked at entry into emergency department building for patients to
wait to be screened before entering emergency department
Isolation room must have examination bed, oxygen supply, either from the wall or
using a cylinder

Doctor and nurse to wear surgical mask, goggles or eye visor, non-sterile gloves
and disposable gown
Must change gloves and apron between each patient
Disinfect station between every patient

All patients arriving at emergency department must be screened before entry. 
Those with COVID-19 symptoms cannot enter main emergency department area,
must be taken to isolation room
Patients with COVID-19 symptoms will either be fully managed at the emergency
department until discharge home to self-isolation or managed until patient
transport arrives to take to referral hospital       
Patients require full assessment by doctor beginning with history, examination and
vital signs       
Patients likely to require blood tests, ECG and chest X-ray 
Patient may require COVID-19 testing (where possible co-ordinate with Testing
station at facility)   
Guideline for the management of patients with severe symptoms of COVID-19 are
available: 

LOCATION
Isolation room within emergency department or repurposed room close to emergency
department. Ideally should have its own toilet. Alternatively an isolation tent in the
orange zone provided set up with examination bed and oxygen.
 
STAFFING  
Doctor/ Nurse: 

        
STATION SET-UP

 
APPROPRIATE IPC AND PPE USE FOR STAFF

 
STATION PROCEDURE      

https://www.nicd.ac.za/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/Clinical-Management-of-
COVID-19-disease_Version-3_27March2020.pdf
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Isolation room within MOU
Ideally should have its own toilet and shower

Designate one midwife per shift to care for women with symptoms of COVID-19

Screening point marked at entry into MOU for patients to wait to be screened by
midwife before entering
Isolation room must have delivery bed, oxygen supply, either from the wall or using a
cylinder

Midwife working in isolation delivery room to wear N95 mask, disposable gown,
non-sterile gloves and goggles/visor
All staff providing care during the second stage of labour for patients without
COVID-19 symptoms to wear surgical mask, disposable apron, non-sterile
gloves and goggles/visor 
Staff to change all PPE between each patient except goggles/visor which should
be disinfected
Disinfect station between every patient

Standard MOU care to be delivered by midwife        
Any woman with severe COVID-19 to be transferred to hospital at the earliest
opportunity     
Women to leave facility by Orange exit once discharged

LOCATION

 
STAFFING  
Midwife: 

 
STATION SET-UP    

 
APPROPRIATE IPC AND PPE USE FOR STAFF 

 
STATION PROCEDURE             

MATERNAL  AND OBSTETR IC  UN I TS

ANNEX  6PAGE 35



PAT IENT  INFORMAT ION  SHEET  FOR  USE  FOR  ANYONE W I TH

COVID- 19  SYMPTOMS

You should isolate yourself at home. Don’t go to work, avoid unnecessary travel, and as far as
possible avoid close interactions with other people
You should clean your hands with soap and water frequently. Alcohol-based sanitizers may also
be used, provided they contain at least 60% alcohol  
Do not have visitors in your home. Only those who live in your home should be allowed to stay. If it
is urgent to speak to someone who is not a member of your household, do this over the phone
You should wear a facemask when in the same room (or vehicle) as other people
At home, you should stay in a specific room and use your own bathroom (if possible). If you live in
shared accommodation with a communal kitchen, bathroom(s) and living area, you should stay in
your room with the door closed, only coming out when necessary, wearing a facemask
You should practice good cough and sneeze hygiene by coughing or sneezing into a tissue,
discarding the tissue immediately afterwards in a lined trash can, and then wash your hands
immediately   
If you need to wash the laundry at home before the results are available, then wash all laundry at
the highest temperature compatible for the fabric using laundry detergent. This should be above
60° 
Wear disposable gloves and a plastic apron when handling soiled materials if possible and clean
all surfaces and the area around the washing machine. Do not take laundry to a laundrette. Wash
your hands thoroughly with soap and water after handling dirty laundry (remove gloves first if
used)
If possible, iron using the highest setting compatible with the fabric  
You should avoid sharing household items like dishes, cups, eating utensils and towels. After using
any of these, the items should be thoroughly washed with soap and water
All high-touch surfaces like table tops, counters, toilets, phones, computers, etc. that you may
have touched should be appropriately and frequently cleaned.
Monitor your symptoms - Seek prompt medical attention if your illness is worsening, for example, if
you have difficulty breathing, or if the person you are caring for symptoms are worsening. If it’s not
an emergency, call your doctor or healthcare facility at the number below.
If it is an emergency and you need to call an ambulance, inform the call handler or operator if you
been tested for coronavirus. If your symptoms worsen:  

Call the NICD hotline on 0800029999
Or call / attend your local hospital or clinic

https://sacoronavirus.co.za/2020/03/27/tested-positive-for-covid-19-or-someone-in-your-home-
has-read-this
 
Isolate at home until you receive a negative test result or for 14 days 
This is for people who have been tested or not tested who the clinician informs should isolate at
home (during your consultation with the clinician) 
 
You have been assessed as being medically well enough to be managed at home. However,
please consider yourself as potentially infectious to other people. You will need to abide by
the following:
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PAT IENT  INFORMAT ION  SHEET  FOR  USE  FOR  ANYONE W I TH

COVID- 19  SYMPTOMS
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If you test negative you will receive an SMS to the phone number provided informing you the test
result was negative. You can then come to the clinic to collect a sick note for the number of days
since your test and can then return to work

If you test positive, the clinic clinician you see today will phone you and inform you the test result
was positive and request you to isolate at home for full 14 days from when you first started
experiencing symptoms.   You will then be visited at home by a tracing team to give you advice,
support you and make contact with the people you have been in contact with.  You can only return
to the clinic to collect a sick note after you have been tested at home and receive a negative result. 
You can then return to the clinic to collect a sick note for the days since your first test.

You will be seen by a clinician who will provide for all your health needs while you are here    
You do not need and will not be allowed to go anywhere else in the clinic while you have symptoms  
Any treatment you require will be collected for you and brought to you here.   You will not have to
queue elsewhere to collect treatment  
If you need a special clinical service (e.g. dentist), the clinician will come to see you here  
Please do not leave this area to enter the rest of the clinic at any time
The clinician may decide you require a TB or coronavirus test due to your symptoms. We will test you
here
After you have seen the clinician or if you need to be tested, after you have completed testing,
please leave the clinic to go directly home following the orange arrows to the Orange Exit.  Do not
leave the clinic through the place where you entered
You will also be given an information leaflet which explains what to do if you test positive for
coronavirus
This information is the same for while you wait at home until you receive your test results or for 14
days until you no longer have symptoms

If you were not tested for coronavirus today but the clinician advises you to home isolate, you
should continue to remain in home isolation for 14 days to ensure you are no longer infectious to
others.
 
If you are tested for coronavirus today, you will receive your test results as follows:  
If you have been tested, it takes 3-7 days to get your results.  Do not come to the clinic to fetch your
results.  Stay at home until you receive your results.  This clinic will not issue you with sick note for work
until after you have been notified at home of your result.
 
The clinic will follow up your results with the laboratory.  
 

 

 
 
Other important information to provide to patient with COVID-19 symptoms in the Orange Zone:   



RELEVANT  COVID- 19  TEST ING FORMS

N H L S  P H C  R E Q U E S T  F O R M  N 1  –  1  P A G E

PAGE 38ANNEX  8

On 5 May 2020 only 2 forms need to be completed for submission to NHLS with the COVID-19 specimen:

1. NHLS PHC request form N1 with the patient ID/passport, contact number and address completed in full

2. COVID-19 contact line list



RELEVANT  COVID- 19  TEST ING FORMS

C O V I D - 1 9  C O N T A C T  L I N E  L I S T
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Form downloadable at:

https://www.nicd.ac.za/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/COVID-19-Contact-Line-List-v8-

25.04.2020.docx



ANNEX  7

COLLECT ION  OF  OROPHARYNGEAL  AND NASOPHARYNGEAL

SWABS
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Ava i lab le  a t :

h t tp s ://www.n icd .ac . za/wp-con ten t/up loads/2020/03/N ICD_DoH-COVID- 19 -

Gu ide l i nes - 10March2020_f i na l .pd f
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COLLECT ION  OF  OROPHARYNGEAL  AND NASOPHARYNGEAL

SWABS



ANNEX  7

CLEAN ING AND D IS INFECT ION  RECOMMENDAT IONS
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COVID-19 INFECTION PREVENTION AND CONTROL GUIDELINES FOR SOUTH AFRICA (VERSION 1)
 
Available for download at:
https://www.nicd.ac.za/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/Covid-19-Infection-and-Prevention-Control-
Guidelines-1-April-2020.pdf
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ANNEX  1 1

DONN ING AND DOFF ING PPE
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COVID-19 INFECTION PREVENTION AND CONTROL GUIDELINES FOR SOUTH AFRICA (VERSION 1)
 
Available for download at:
https://www.nicd.ac.za/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/Covid-19-Infection-and-Prevention-Control-
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1. Each facility will keep a register at the COVID Testing station in the Orange Zone

 

2. The register will have the following columns:

3. The Dr/Nurse testing in the Orange Zone will be responsible for reconciling test result management

process for all patients and HCWs tested on his/her duty day

 

4. Thereafter the Dr/Nurse (or designated support person) will:

a. Check Lab Tracker 48 hours after patient/HCW tested

b. Where the result is not back by 72 hours after date patient tested, the patient (not HCWs) will be

sent an SMS to inform that their result is still not back from lab using the following text:

“X CHC/Clinic:  Please note your Coronavirus test result is not back yet.  We will keep you

updated. Please stay home.  Do not return to the clinic.”

c. Where the result is not back by 96 hours after date patient/HCW tested, phone the NHLS to

determine whether the patient specimen has been registered and processed.

 

5. Once the test result is received, the following will take place:

The Dr/Nurse (or designated support person) will reflect the result information in the register –

result/date result obtained/date communicated to patient/HCW.

 

Negative result

The Dr/Nurse (or designated support person) will send the patient/HCW a SMS with the following

message:

“X CHC/Clinic:  Your Coronavirus test result has been received.  You tested NEGATIVE on XX date.

You can now return to the clinic to collect your sick note for your employer.”

 

Positive result

The Dr/Nurse will immediately do the following:

Contact the patient/HCW by telephone to inform the patient/HCW that they have 

i) tested positive 

ii) must stay at home with a cloth mask on and isolate as much as possible from other household

members 

iii) the sub-district team will be visiting their house to provide further guidance 

iv) the patient/HCW should not return to the clinic but should phone the doctor/clinic if their

condition significantly deteriorates v) will only be able to collect a sick note from the clinic once they

receive a negative result.

 

Where the Dr/Nurse cannot reach the patient by phone, he/she will inform the WBOT team who will send

out appropriate CHW to visit patient’s home and inform the patient of the aforementioned information.

Contact the sub-district tracing team lead by phone or if cannot be reached by WhatsApp with the

positive result and the details of the patient.
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